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Numerical Analysis of Surface Crack Propagation in Flexible Pavements
Using XFEM and Cohesive Zone Model
Hao Wang1+ and Jian Wang1
───────────────────────────────────────────────────────
Abstract: Surface initiated (top-down) cracking in the longitudinal direction of pavements has become a predominant mode of failure in
thick asphalt pavements. Most previous researchers studied crack propagation using the traditional Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics
(LEFM) method by calculating the stress intensity factor around the crack tip. In this paper, Extended Finite Element Method (XFEM)
was used to study the key factors causing surface initiated crack propagation under surface tension and/or shear. A two-dimensional (2-D)
finite element (FE) model for a two-lane flexible pavement was built to predict pavement responses and crack propagation potential under
various scenarios. It was found that surface tension is the major driving force for crack propagation when the crack is at some distance
away from tire loading. The results show that the distance from the location of crack to tire loading, the depth and direction of the crack,
and the modulus ratio between the hot-mix asphalt (HMA) layer and the base layer have significant influences on crack propagation
under surface tension. On the other hand, this study shows that shear stress can induce surface initiated crack propagation near the loading
area as the shear resistance of material becomes low at the high temperature.
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Introduction

12

Traditionally, the critical cracking failure in flexible pavements is
the crack initiated at the bottom of the hot-mix asphalt (HMA) layer.
However, field observations of cores and trench sections from
in-service pavements have shown that premature failures may
develop from the surface and propagate their way down, such as
top-down cracking [1-2]. Recently, it was found that the crack could
also initiate from the near-surface of thick asphalt pavements [3-5].
Surface initiated cracking in pavements is a complex process
because it is affected by many factors including tire-pavement
contact stresses, HMA material properties, layer thickness, and etc.
Over the last decades many numerical models have been proposed
to study the fracture mechanism in flexible pavements such as linear
and nonlinear fracture model, cohesive zone model, and smeared
cracking model. The cohesive zone model (CZM) has proved to be a
very effective tool to simulate crack propagation of asphalt material
[6-7]. Compared to traditional linear elastic fracture mechanics,
CZM has advantages in modeling brittle and ductile failures with
plastic zone at the crack tip that are common in asphalt materials.
However, the major disadvantage of cohesive zone model is that the
crack propagation path needs to be known a priori in which the
cohesive element is inserted. Therefore, the conventional finite
element model (FEM) with CZM cannot predict the randomly
developed crack and its propagation path.
Recently, extended finite element method (XFEM) was
introduced to overcome the limitation of crack propagation along
the predefined path [8]. The advantage of XFEM is to simulate
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arbitrary crack initiation and propagation without changing the
mesh and geometry of the model. Since the XFEM is relatively new,
few researches have been conducted to model pavement cracking
using XFEM. Ozer et al. (2011) performed 3-D analysis of
near-surface cracking using the generalized finite element method
(GFEM) and calculated stress intensity factors of stationary cracks
at various locations [9]. Similarly, Garzon, et al. (2010) analyzed
reflective cracks in airfield pavements using the stress intensity
factors under various gear loading conditions that were calculated
using GFEM [10]. The GFEM is based on partition of unity and has
the same features as XFEM [11]. However, no crack propagation is
considered in the above studies.
The focus of this study is to analyze the propagation behavior of
surface initiated cracking in the asphalt pavement using XFEM. A
finite element model was developed using the commercial FE
software ABAQUS. By comparing the results under various
scenarios, the critical factors that contribute most to crack
propagation were identified. The factors considered in this study
mainly include the location and geometry (length, depth and angle)
of the initial crack, the stiffness of pavement layers (modulus and
thickness), and the influences of crack opening modes (tension and
shear). This study concentrated on crack propagation not initiation
by assuming a single crack already developed at the surface or
near-surface of an asphalt pavement.

Extended Finite Element Method with Cohesive
Zone Model
Extended finite element method (XFEM) is a mesh independent
finite element fracture modeling approach in which the FE mesh is
generated independent of the crack, and the crack path and location
are not specified. The extended finite element method is an
extension of the conventional finite element method based on the
concept of partition of unity, which allows local enrichment
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functions to be easily incorporated into a finite element
approximation [12].
In the XFEM, the presence of discontinuities is ensured by the
special enriched functions in conjunction with additional degrees of
freedom. For the purpose of fracture analysis, the enrichment
functions typically consist of the near-tip asymptotic functions that
capture the singularity around the crack tip and a discontinuous
function that represents the jump in displacement across the crack
surfaces. The approximation for a displacement vector function with
the enrichment is shown in Eq. (1).
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where N1(x) are the usual nodal shape functions; uI, is the usual
nodal displacement vector associated with the continuous part of the
finite element solution; aI, and the associated discontinuous jump
function H(x) across the crack surfaces; and bI , and the associated
elastic asymptotic crack-tip functions, Fa(x). The first term on the
right-hand side is applicable to all the nodes in the model; the
second term is valid for nodes whose shape function support is cut
by the crack interior; and the third term is used only for nodes
whose shape function support is cut by the crack tip.
In ABAQUS, when the crack propagation is simulated using
XFEM, the near-tip asymptotic singularity (the third term on the
right-hand side in Eq. (1)) is not needed, and only the displacement
jump across a cracked element (the second term on the right-hand
side in Eq. (1)) is considered. Therefore, the crack has to propagate
across an entire element at a time to avoid the need to model the
stress singularity. The level set method [13] is used with the XFEM
to model arbitrary crack growth without re-mesh. Phantom nodes,
which are superposed on the original real nodes, are used to
represent the discontinuity of the cracked elements [14]. The
phantom node is completely constrained to its corresponding real
node when the element is intact; while the phantom node splits from
the real node when the element is cut through by a crack.
Cohesive zone elements with linear softening were used to
simulate crack propagation along an arbitrary, solution-dependent
path at the crack tip. Cohesive zone elements open when there is
damage growth to simulate crack initiation or crack propagation.
Crack initiation refers to the beginning of degradation of the
cohesive response at an enriched element. The process of
degradation begins when the stresses or the strains satisfy the
specified crack initiation criteria. The maximum nominal stress
criterion was used in this study, Eq. (2). The damage is assumed to
initiate when the maximum nominal stress ratio reaches a value of
1.
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where tn0, ts0, and tt0 represent the peak values of the nominal stress
in the normal, the first, and the second shear directions, respectively;
tn, ts, and tt are the stress required to cause failure in the normal, the
first, and the second shear directions, respectively, respectively.
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Damage evolution could be characterized by an energy approach.
The dependence of the fracture energy at a mix-mode can be
defined based on a power law fracture criterion, Eq. (3). The power
law criterion states that failure is governed by a power law
interaction of the energies required to cause failure at a mix-mode
(normal and shear).
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where Gn, Gs, and Gt refer to the work done by the traction and its
conjugate relative displacement in the normal, the first, and the
second shear directions, respectively; GnC, GsC, GtC are the critical
fracture energies required to cause failure in the normal, the first, and
the second shear directions, respectively; and α is the power
parameter.
It is noted that Status_XFEM is a parameter used in ABAQUS that
indicates the crack status of the element with a value between 0.0 and
1.0 [15]. A value of 1.0 indicates that the element is completely
cracked with no traction across the crack faces. Other values between
1.0 and 0.0 indicate that the material is partly damaged yet not fully
cracked.

Finite Element Model Development
The modeled pavement structure consists of a 254-mm asphalt layer
and a 300-mm stabilized soil layer placed on natural subgrade,
which is a full-depth asphalt pavement section. The layer interface
condition is assumed to be full-bonded and no slip is allowed
between pavement layers. A relatively fine mesh was used in the
HMA layer and the mesh was further refined near the loading area.
The pavement material was characterized as linear elastic material
and typical elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of each layer was
used. The fracture parameter of asphalt mixture was obtained from a
previous study [16]. Table 1 lists the elastic and fracture parameters
used in the finite element model. It is noted that the tensile strength
and shear strength of HMA is assumed the same but the mode-II
(shear) fracture energy is greater than the mode-I (tension) fracture
energy.
Fig. 1 shows the finite element mesh of the pavement model. Two
travel lanes were modeled to study the loading influence on the
whole pavement section. To simplify the loading condition, only
one side of a single axle load with dual tires was applied on the
pavement surface. Since the focus of study is to consider the effect
of surface crack location and geometry on crack propagation
potential, relatively simple loading conditions were used. The
tire-pavement contact stress was assumed equal to a standard tire
pressure of 100 psi, and the loading area was determined by
assuming a circular contact area under a 9-kip load. This is
consistent with the typical loading assumption used in the
mechanistic analysis of pavement responses. A roller boundary
condition was applied at both sides of the pavement and a fixed
boundary condition was applied at the bottom of the pavement.
Initial crack was inserted by a wire element. The length and location
of initial crack was varied to study theirs effects on crack
propagation potential.
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Table 1. Material Properties of Different Layers Used in the FEM Model.
Tension and Shear
Layer
Thickness (mm)
Modulus (MPa)
Strength (MPa)
HMA
254
5500
1.3
Base
305
300
N/A
Subgrade
N/A
100
N/A
HMA Layer
Dual tire
loading area

Base layer

Subgrade
Road
center line

Fig. 1. Illustration of FE Mesh.

Fig. 2. Micro-crack Length Due to Tension at Different Locations.
It is known that mesh size has significant influence on the results
of FEM. In general the finer the mesh is the more accurate results it
will provide. Fine meshes can also reduce converging issues for
nonlinear problems. However, fine meshes require more
computation time and memory resource. A mesh sensitive study was
conducted in this study to investigate the effect of mesh size at the
crack tip on crack growth. The results show that crack growth does
not vary much after the mesh is refined to a certain level. To obtain
a balance between accuracy and computational time, a mesh size of
1 mm by 1 mm was used near the crack tip.
The crack length and the depth of the initial crack were assumed
at the same length scale of aggregate size. The initial crack could
initiate from the existing defects in the asphalt mixture such as the
stone-binder interface or air void. Due to binder aging and
segregation, it is possible that the initial crack will start from
pavement surface or near-surface. In this study, the initial crack was
assumed at different locations and the crack propagation potential
was investigated. The utilization of XFEM allows the crack to be
put at different locations, which eliminates meshing problems and
increases the accuracy of the solution at crack fronts.

Results and Analysis
Critical Location of Crack
A standard static analysis was conducted to predict the distribution
of stress and strain in the pavement without initial cracks. This
offers prediction of critical locations for crack growth study. As
expected, the critical tensile stress is located at the bottom of the
180
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Mode-I fracture Energy Per
Unit Area (N/m)
1.5
N/A
N/A

Mode-II Fracture Energy
Per Unit Area (N/m)
4.8
N/A
N/A

HMA layer; this is the critical location for bottom-up cracking.
However, the surface initiated cracking is affected by the stress
states close to the pavement surface, which include the surface
tension at some distance away from the loading area and the
near-surface shear at the vicinity of tire loading. The maximum
surface tensile stress was found to be 0.74 MPa; while the
maximum near-surface shear stress was found to be 0.43 MPa.
Although the maximum tensile/shear stress is smaller than the
minimum stress required for crack propagation (tensile/shear
strength), the insertion of crack would induce stress concentration
and result in high tensile/shear stress at the crack tip.
To identify the critical location of surface cracking, a 15-mm
initial crack was placed at various locations with respect to the tire
loading area. Previous studies [17, 18] have shown that the
shear-mode cracking mostly happens at the vicinity of tire edge,
while the tension-model cracking usually happens at some distance
away from the tire.
For the crack propagation due to surface tension, the horizontal
distances from the location of crack to the outer tire edge varied
from 335 mm to 2050 mm. It was found that no discrete crack was
developed under loading because the values of Status_XFEM of the
elements at the crack tip are smaller than 1.0. Therefore the length
of the elements with Status_XFEM values greater than zero is
defined as the micro-crack length, which is used to indicate the
crack propagation potential in this study. The micro-crack growth
due to surface tension is shown in Fig. 2. It was found that for the
mode-I cracking the critical crack location was located at 700-1100
mm away from tire loading.
On the other hand, the micro-crack growth due to surface shear
was calculated as the crack was located at the vicinity of tire loading.
It was found that the maximum shear stress caused by the load did
not exceed the minimum shear stress required for crack propagation
if the same shear strength is assumed as the tensile strength (1.3
MPa here). To study the influence of shear effect, the shear strength
of HMA was reduced from 1.3 MPa to 0.5 MPa and the modulus of
HMA was reduced from 5500 MPa to 2000 MPa, which could be
the case as the temperature increased or the loading rate decreased.
The effect of crack location on micro-crack length is shown in Fig.
3. The results indicate that the crack prorogation due to surface
shear becomes most critical when the crack is located at the outer
tire edge. This is consistent with the previous finding reported by
Wang et al. [19]. In the repeated loading test using the asphalt
pavement analyzer (APA), shear-type cracking could initiate around
the loading area when the temperature was relatively higher (60ºC).
However, the micro-crack length for mode-II cracking is smaller
than the micro-crack length for mode-I cracking even when the
shear strength is reduced. Therefore, the crack propagation under
surface tension is focused in the following analysis.
Vol.7 No.3 May 2014
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Fig. 3. Micro-crack Length Due to Shear at Different Locations (-:
to the Left; +: to the Right).

Fig. 4. Micro-crack Length as Initial Crack is Located at Different
Depths.

Effect of Crack Depth

with the findings from several field studies [20, 21]. The inspection
of field cores indicated that the visible cracks could start from the
top and stop at 15-22 mm below the pavement surface. The cracks
did not penetrate deeper than the surface layer and some cracks
were found originating at some distance from the top surface.

Most of the previous researches on top-down cracking focused on
cracks initiated at the pavement surface and assumed that the crack
propagates downward [2, 20]. However, recent field studies have
indicated that the critical cracking location may not be located at the
pavement surface, instead at some distances beneath the pavement
surface [21, 22].
To further investigate whether the crack initiating at the
near-surface grows further than the crack initiating at the pavement
surface, the depth of crack was varied while the location of crack
was fixed at 737 mm away from the outer tire edge. The details of
the results are listed in Fig. 4. Growth of crack first increases and
then decreases as the depth of crack increases from zero; there is a
critical depth for crack growth at the near-surface. It can be
explained from the crack propagation mechanism (Figs. 5 and 6):
stress concentration occurs at the crack tip; and the crack propagates
when the stress exceeds the minimum stress required for crack
propagation.
For the crack at the surface, stress concentration occurs at the top
of the crack and in this case the crack can only propagate in one
direction. However for the crack located at some distance below the
surface, stress concentration at both ends of the crack tip would
allow the crack to propagate in two directions (upward and
downward). The development trend of surface cracking is consistent

Effect of Crack Length and Orientation
In this part, the geometry of initial crack was altered to investigate
the influence of the length and orientation of initial crack on crack
propagation. Fig. 7 shows that the micro-crack length does not
change much as the length of crack changes. Different crack
directions may result in different stress distributions near the crack
tip and possibly the mix-mode of fracture. To simulate this effect, a
set of crack direction was set from 0 to 60 degrees (the angle of
degree is in reference to the vertical direction) for the initial crack.
Fig. 8 shows that the micro-crack length decreases as the orientation
angle of the initial crack increases. This indicates that the vertical
direction is the dominant direction for crack growth for mode-I
fracture. This finding was supported by another field study.
Taniguchi et al. [23] scanned the pavement specimen with a special
micro-focus computer tomography (CT) scanner and vertical cracks
were mostly observed throughout the upper part of the asphalt layer
and the cracks were found in a scatter manner but not
inter-connected.

(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 5. Tensile Stress Distribution at Crack Tip as the Depth of Initial Crack is (a) 5 mm, (b) 10 mm, and (c) 15 mm.
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. Status_XFEM Values at Crack Tip as the Depth of Initial Crack is (a) 5 mm, (b) 10 mm, and (c) 15 mm.

Fig. 7. Micro-crack Length at Different Initial Crack Lengths.

254-mm HMA
305-mm HMA

203-mm HMA

(c)

Fig. 8. Micro-crack Length at Different Crack Directions.
(203, 254, and 305 mm) were analyzed and compared. Fig. 9 shows
that increasing the HMA layer thickness would lead to a change in
crack propagation behavior in both ways. As the HMA layer
thickness increases from 203 mm to 254 mm, the micro-crack
length keeps relatively constant; while as the HMA layer thickness
increases from 254 mm to 305 mm, the micro-crack length
decreases. This indicates that the surface initiated cracking may
become most critical as the HMA layer thickness is in the
intermediate range (203-254 mm).

Effect of Base and Subgrade Modulus
Fig. 9. Influence of HMA Layer Thickness on Micro-crack Length.

Effect of HMA Layer Thickness
The traditional pavement design demonstrates that the HMA layer
thickness is a dominant factor for bottom-up cracking. To study its
effect on surface initiated cracking, three HMA layer thicknesses
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The pavement structure in this study is modeled as a multi-layer
system. Modifying the modulus ratio between the HMA layer and
the base layer changes the underlying support to the HMA layer. To
study this effect, the modulus of HMA layer was kept constant and
the modulus ratio of the HMA layer and the base layer was varied.
The trend is shown in Fig. 10. As expected, when the base layer gets
softer, the crack prorogation potential increases. However, the effect
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Fig. 10. Influence of Base Modulus on Micro-crack Length.

Fig. 11. Influence of Subgrade Modulus on Micro-crack Length.

of base layer becomes insignificant when the modulus ratio is
greater than 20. The effect of subgrade modulus on crack
propagation was evaluated using four modulus values (50, 100, 200,
and 300 MPa) in the analysis. As shown in Fig. 11, stiffer subgrade
results in less micro-crack growth, but the influence is not as
significant as the modulus of the base layer.

intermediate range (203-254 mm). On the other hand, higher
base and subgrade modulus provide stronger support to the
HMA layer and result in less crack potential when the modulus
ratio of base and asphalt layer is smaller than 20 or the
subgrade modulus is greater than 100 MPa.
Further study is suggested to analyze surface crack propagation
using more realistic contact stress distributions and consider the
heterogeneous nature of composite asphalt mixture.

Conclusions
The innovation regarding FE in this paper is the analysis of crack
propagation using XFEM and cohesive zone model. With this
methodology, crack propagation path does not need to be known a
priori and along the element boundary that was required for
traditional FEM with cohesive zone model. The crack propagation
at crack tip is determined by the stress field and the crack initiation
and damage evolution criteria set in the model. Although the
assumptions are relatively simple regarding the tire loading and
elastic material property, this study offers a parametric study on
crack propagation from pavement surface or near-surface with a
focus on effect of crack location and geometry.
The following conclusions were concluded from the analysis:
1. For a two-lane flexible pavement, the critical location for
top-down cracking due to surface tension is 700 mm to 1100
mm away from the outer tire edge where the highest tensile
stress exists. However, the critical location for top-down
cracking due to surface shear is at the outer tire edge.
Compared to tension effect, shear effect becomes significant as
the shear strength of HMA is reduced at the high temperature.
This indicates that at the intermediate temperature, surface
cracking could be initiated by tension, while shear-induced
cracking could happen in conjunction with rutting
development at the high temperature.
2. The crack growth potential due to surface tension does not
vary much as the initial crack length increases; but is affected
by the depth and direction of the initial crack. The crack
growth potential is most critical as the initial crack is located
at some distance below pavement surface and in the purely
vertical direction. As the initial crack is located at some
distance below pavement surface, the crack could grow both
upward and downward, which appears to be the “top-down”
cracking.
3. Increasing the HMA layer thickness may not reduce surface
cracking potential if the thickness of HMA layer is within the
Vol.7 No.3 May 2014
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